1. Introduction

The morphological architecture of fruit tree canopies affects light interception and distribution within the canopy. Light interception plays an important role in certain plant physiological processes, such as photosynthesis and transpiration; therefore, it affects the growth, development, fruit yield and quality of the plant (Da Silva et al., 2014; Génard et al., 2000; Wang et al., 2009). In the field of fruit tree cultivation and management, favorable light penetration and wind ventilation conditions in tree canopies are achieved through pruning and training systems; thus, the quality and quantity of flowers and fruits can be improved (Willaume et al., 2004). Canopy interception of photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) is an important parameter that can be used to indicate how much PAR is reaching the elements of canopy (Cieslak et al., 2008) and help analyze what is the optimal canopy form for certain fruit trees.

Traditionally there are two types of methods to study canopy interception of solar radiation. One is by field measurement; the other is through mathematic modeling. Field measurement can be used effectively, but it is time-consuming and labor expensive. And it is difficult to obtain data with high spatial and temporal resolution. The method suitable for lower trees with small canopy as it is difficult to measure trees that are large and tall. The mathematic modeling method simulates how the radiation is transferred within plant canopy and makes some assumption or simplification approximately the canopy architecture. Radiation transfer model and geometric models of canopy architecture are used to estimate light interception in canopy. The canopy architecture model is represented as a turbid medium. This type of canopy models mostly assumes that leaves are small and random uniformly distributed in the canopy (Barillot et al., 2011) with leaf angle distribution (Rakocevic et al., 2000). The real architecture complexity is greatly reduced. Therefore, the approach is just a simplified approximation of real tree. In the medium, the radiation attenuation can be estimated by the Beer–Lambert law. Then, the light interception is usually calculated according to leaf area index (LAI) and extinction coefficient (Annandale et al., 2004). Although these methods provide a good estimation of total light interception within the canopy, they did not take the effects of local light intensity and canopy heterogeneity on the
light interception into consideration (Da Silva et al., 2014; Sarlikioti et al., 2011; Vos et al., 2009). To provide a better understanding of light distribution within canopies, new approaches have emerged that utilize detailed organ-based 3D models (Génard et al., 2000). 3D organ models can be reconstructed from data obtained by 3D digitizing instruments that perform measurements in the field or by software (e.g., L-system). Although the model is static and not applied to describe the plant development, it is useful for studying light distribution in the canopy (Lio et al., 2011; Vos et al., 2009); therefore, it is a good tool for assisting in the design of canopy types with high light interception (Su et al., 2008). Virtual plants can describe quantitatively accurate plant topology, geometry and organ position. Plant organs can be represented at every small individual 3D unit, and the light environment in the greenhouse and light interception on cut rose can be simulated to predict the local (per leaf) light absorption and photosynthesis (Buck-Sorlin et al., 2011). Han et al. (2012) and Da Silva et al. (2014) combined the 3D apple modeling tool MAppEIt and light interception model VPlants to investigate the influence of the architectural parameters of apple trees on the light interception efficiency. In addition, the light interception efficiency of young Cunninghamaia lanceolata canopies was calculated for growth simulation (Tang et al., 2012).

The photosynthesis characteristics and light interception capacity of peach trees have been studied and analyzed primarily by adopting traditional field measurement methods, and these analyses have produced meaningful observations and conclusions. In a study of the annual variation of photosynthesis rates of peaches with open center forms and spindle forms, the peak photosynthesis rate occurred in September (Wang et al., 2009). In young nectarine training systems, trees with the central leader form had the greatest light interception capabilities at the early stage of canopy formation (Gao et al., 2006). Virtual plant modeling has also been applied to perform growth simulations and light interception analysis of peach trees. L-PEACH is a functional-structural model that is based on L-system software, and it can simulate multiple-year tree growth. Tree growth has been described in a schematic or semi-realistic manner (Allen et al., 2007). A 3D peach model was constructed (Sonohat et al., 2006) by combining partially digitized tree structures with reconstruction rules for non-digitized organs. The tree model reconstruction approach provides a detailed 3D model for light interception analysis. 3D tree models have been used to simulate the photosynthesis of peaches according to the amount of direct and diffuse radiation (Génard et al., 2000). QualiTree integrates simple light interception and physiological process models to help design innovative horticultural best practices (Mirás-Avalos et al., 2011).

The objective of this study is to develop a quantitative analysis approach and tool for designing tree canopy types with high light interception efficiency based on virtual plants. We analyzed the light distribution in the peach canopy of varied forms and then evaluated the light interception. The interactive parametric individual 3D tree modeling tool ParaTree (Lin et al., 2011; Lin et al., 2012; Tang et al., 2011) was extended by integrating the radiation transfer model and photosynthesis model.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. 3D peach tree model reconstruction

Detailed 3D architecture models provide the foundation for canopy radiation transfer and distribution simulations, and the precision of the 3D model has a direct impact on the accuracy of the radiation simulation. Because leaves are the main plant organ that absorbs solar PAR, they are described explicitly. We focused on analyzing light interception in peach canopies with a natural form and open center form. The 3D canopy models were constructed using the interactive parametric individual 3D tree modeling tool ParaTree (Lin et al., 2011; Lin et al., 2012; Tang et al., 2011). In ParaTree, a tree model is composed of a main trunk, several branch levels, leaves and/or other organs. We used a set of parameters to describe the structure and shape characteristics of these components, and the parameters included the geometric and topological properties and morphological information. ParaTree allows user to build tree models for various species at different growth stages or different phenological phases by interactively modifying parameters. Moreover, this software can simulate branch pruning by interactively picking and editing a stem segment for constructing models of all types of canopy forms. Thus, ParaTree is a useful tool for designing canopy forms.

The key steps for generating a 3D peach tree model are listed as follows. (1) Acquire the morphological parameters, such as the tree height, crown width and branch length of the natural form and open center form peach trees through field observation and literatures study. For the trunk, the parameters include the basal diameter of the trunk, changes in diameter, length of the trunk and number of branch levels. The branch parameters are grouped based on the branch level, and the parameters for each level primarily include the distribution range of each branch level from the father stem, initial diameter of each branch level, changes in diameters, length of each branch level, etc. The leaf parameters include the size (width and length), shape, location, and distribution density. (2) Create a trunk and branch model based on the trunk and parameters mentioned above using the interactive parametric individual 3D tree modeling tool ParaTree. (3) Build a detailed 3D leaf model, as shown in Fig. 1(a), using 3ds Max, a 3D modeling software. The leaf model is represented in triangular mesh, and each leaf consists of 10 triangles in our study. To reduce the computational complexity, the same 3D leaf model is applied to the entire tree, and then the 3D leaf models are added to the branches. The 3D model of the natural form peach tree is constructed as shown in Fig. 1(c). (4) Modify the natural form model in ParaTree by editing branches and branch segments and then generate the 3D model of the open center form peach tree.

A number of local structural differences may be observed in the same tree canopy form. Therefore, two models of the open center form were produced from the same initial natural form model for comparison purposes. Model 1 of the open center form is created based on the model of the natural form, and it retains the four opening main branches and deletes all other branches (as shown in Fig. 2). Model 2 of the open center form is created based on the model of the natural form model as well; however, it retains three main branches, deletes one main branch with a smaller branching angle, and prunes all other branches retained in the first model. Fig. 2 shows the initial natural form model and two versions of open center models derived from the former.

2.2. Simulation of PAR distribution in a canopy

Canopy photosynthesis can be calculated as the amount of light absorbed by the canopy and the leaf photosynthetic response to light (Spitters et al., 1986). Incident light consists of solar direct radiation and sky diffuse radiation. The photosynthetically active wave band is generally in the range of 400 to 700 nm. Based on data from the literature, we assumed that PAR accounts for 40% of the global solar radiation energy.

Ray tracing and turtle algorithms were integrated into ParaTree; ray tracing is used to simulate direct solar radiation and turtle algorithms are used to simulate diffuse radiation. First, the light intensity in the field was calculated according to the geographical location using the atmospheric solar radiation transmission model. Then, the radiation transfer in the canopy was simulated to estimate the PAR for each leaf (or for each triangle). Consequently, the amount of total solar PAR intercepted by the entire tree per second and the average PAR photon flux density were calculated, and the values represent the average of...
the 12 PAR simulations in a day. We only considered the radiation used for photosynthesis by leaves, and radiation reaching the surface of the stem was only estimated to provide a visual expression of the light distribution in the canopy.

2.2.1. PAR at the top of the canopy

The only light sources considered were the sun and the sky, and light scattering from other organs was ignored. Because of changes in the position of the sun at different global locations, the PAR reaching the canopy is different at every moment of the year. Therefore, we comprehensively evaluated the light interception capacity of different canopy types with different solar zenith and azimuth angles. In the case study, all of the simulations were performed in Fuzhou on September 23, 2011 (fall equinox) under clear sky conditions. The study site is located at latitude 26°5′N and longitude 119°18′E. The intensity of the incoming radiation was calculated from 06:00 to 17:00 in one hour intervals repeated 12 times. The zenith and azimuth angles of the sun were calculated using the astronomical parametric algorithm (Wang, 1999) according to the latitude, day of the year, and time of day. The intensity of the direct solar PAR and diffuse sky PAR were calculated hourly using an atmospheric radiation transfer model (Liu and Jordan, 1960). Table 1 presents the results.

2.2.2. Spatial distribution of direct PAR

A ray tracing algorithm was implemented for simulating the direct PAR distribution in the canopy. The algorithm was originally developed and integrated in the virtual plant software LSTree (Zou et al., 2011), in which the 3D plant geometric structure was described based on
We performed a series of empirical simulations to analyze and compare the relationships among the number of rays, light interception and algorithm efficiency (Fig. 4). Based on the simulation results, we specified the number of rays at 1,000,000 and indicated a uniform distribution in the reference plane. The energy of each ray is calculated by dividing the total energy reaching the plane into 1,000,000 units. Given the starting point, direction and energy of each ray, the next step was to determine the triangle of canopy components that the ray intersects at the shortest distance from the starting point; once the triangle was found, the ray information was stored in the intersection list and intersecting triangle list. The ray information included the direction, starting location, intensity and intersections; thus, the energy reaching each organ surface (triangle) of the canopy can be recursively calculated.

2.2.3. Spatial distribution of diffuse sky PAR

Using the turtle algorithm (Dulk, 1989) for reference, simulations of the diffuse PAR distribution in canopy were implemented. For each element surface (triangle) of the canopy model, its center is regarded as the center of the overhead sky hemisphere (Fig. 5). The hemisphere is large enough to encompass all of the canopy above the given element. The surface of the sky hemisphere was divided into \( N \) regions with equal solid angle sectors. The hemisphere is partitioned with the reference direction of the meridians and parallels. If the number of sectors is \( N_1 \) along the meridian direction and the number of sectors is \( N_2 \) along parallels direction, then \( N \) is the product of \( N_1 \) and \( N_2 \). Our program records the center point of the region in a one dimensional array, and it uses another array to record the state of shading (false or true). False indicates that the region is shaded by other canopy components, and true indicates that the region is free of shading. If the ray from each region center intersects the projected element (triangle), then the region is shaded by the projected element, and the region is not viewable. Otherwise, the region is viewable.

To improve the computational efficiency, we first calculated the zenith angles and azimuth angles of the three vertices of a triangle projected on the hemisphere. Thus, the range of angles along the meridian and parallel direction can be defined. Given a triangular element, the coordinates of its vertex are \((x, y, z)\), and the zenith angle \((\alpha)\) and azimuth angle \((\beta)\) are calculated as follows:

\[
\alpha = \arcsin \left( \frac{z}{\sqrt{x^2 + y^2 + z^2}} \right)
\]

\[
\beta = \arcsin \left( \frac{y}{\sqrt{x^2 + y^2}} \right)
\]

From formula (2), \(\beta \in [-90, 90]\), and \(\beta\) can be transformed to 0 to 360° in accordance with the positive or negative values of \(x\) and \(y\). For the three vertices of each triangle, three pairs of \(\alpha\) and \(\beta\) can be obtained, and the maximum and minimum values of these angles are used as the search range for identifying viewable regions. This step greatly reduces the number of unnecessary calculations required for the light intersection analysis.

If the simulation indicates that there are \(m\) shaded regions in the sky hemisphere for facet \(i\) (triangle), then the viewable rate of the sky for unit \(i\) is calculated as follows:

\[
D_i = \frac{(N-m)}{N}.
\]

Therefore, the intensity of diffuse sky PAR reaching facet \(i\) can be estimated as follows:

\[
P_i = P_{\text{diff}} \times D_i
\]

where \(P_{\text{diff}}\) is the intensity of diffuse PAR.

Table 1

Hourly PAR intensity at the top of canopy (23 Sep 2011).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Intensity of direct PAR ((\mu)mol m(^{-2}) s(^{-1}))</th>
<th>Intensity of diffuse PAR ((\mu)mol m(^{-2}) s(^{-1}))</th>
<th>Total intensity of PAR ((\mu)mol m(^{-2}) s(^{-1}))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>06:00</td>
<td>2.6375</td>
<td>12.5162</td>
<td>15.1537</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07:00</td>
<td>281.375</td>
<td>86.3697</td>
<td>367.7447</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08:00</td>
<td>728.2092</td>
<td>99.3342</td>
<td>827.5434</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09:00</td>
<td>1.655.5689</td>
<td>91.7794</td>
<td>1259.3483</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>1.514.5694</td>
<td>84.5132</td>
<td>1599.0826</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00</td>
<td>1733.4339</td>
<td>77.4571</td>
<td>1810.891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00</td>
<td>1800.2210</td>
<td>75.1575</td>
<td>1875.3785</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:00</td>
<td>1708.6019</td>
<td>78.2938</td>
<td>1786.8957</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14:00</td>
<td>1467.2816</td>
<td>85.9286</td>
<td>1553.2102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:00</td>
<td>1100.9077</td>
<td>95.1303</td>
<td>1196.0386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16:00</td>
<td>655.3464</td>
<td>99.1275</td>
<td>754.4739</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17:00</td>
<td>219.2099</td>
<td>80.5257</td>
<td>299.7266</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The scheme of subdividing the hemisphere affects the efficiency and simulation precision of the Turtle algorithm. We performed simulations to analyze and compare the relationships among the number of regions, light interception and algorithm efficiency. Consequently, the hemisphere is divided into $360 \times 90$ solid angle sectors, which allows for optimal synthesis performance.

2.3. Estimation of photosynthesis

To evaluate the light interception efficiency, we calculated the net photosynthetic biomass per second ($P_c$, $\mu$mol s$^{-1}$) of the entire canopy and the net photosynthetic rate per unit area ($P_a$, $\mu$mol m$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$).

The PAR intensity can be calculated at the leaf level (triangle). The net photosynthesis is calculated according to the model on the basis of absorbed PAR at leaf level (Higgins et al., 1992). The leaf net photosynthetic rate is calculated as follows:

$$P_n = \left( P_{\text{max}} + D \right) \left[ 1 - \exp \left( -Q / (P_{\text{max}} + D) \right) \right] - D$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where $P_n$ is net photosynthetic rate in units of $\mu$mol m$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$, $P_{\text{max}}$ is the asymptotic maximum value of $P_n$, $Q$ is the initial slope of the index curve, and $D$ is the dark respiration rate. In this study, the parameters of the photosynthesis model (except PAR for peach) are from Higgins et al. (1992). The values of the relevant parameters are $P_{\text{max}} = 17.58$ $\mu$mol m$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$, $Q = 0.058$, and $D = 2.205$ $\mu$mol m$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$.

The biomass per leaf per second is calculated according to $P_n$ and by multiplying its intersecting area. Consequently, the net photosynthetic biomass of the entire canopy ($P_c$, $\mu$mol s$^{-1}$) is calculated using formula 6:

$$P_c = \sum_{i=1}^{n} P_n(I_i)S_i$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where $P_n$ is the net photosynthetic biomass of the entire canopy, $n$ is the number of leaves (triangles) in the canopy, $P_n(I_i)$ is the net photosynthetic rate of leaf $i$ (triangle $i$), which can be calculated from formula 5, and $S_i$ is the area of leaf $i$ (in m$^2$). The average net photosynthesis per unit area is calculated according to formula 7, in which $P_c$ is divided by the canopy area.

$$P_a = \frac{P_c}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} S_i}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

where $P_a$ is the average net photosynthesis per unit area.

2.4. Analysis of light interception

Net photosynthesis reflects the light interception efficiency of the canopy. To analyze the light interception efficiency, we evaluated the net photosynthetic biomass per second ($P_c$, $\mu$mol s$^{-1}$) of the entire canopy and the net photosynthetic rate per unit area ($P_a$, $\mu$mol m$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$). Photosynthesis models were integrated into ParaTree to calculate the net photosynthesis of the canopy. The analytical procedure for PAR interception capability is shown in Fig. 6. The 3D detailed canopy model is an important component of the simulation, which is constructed using the software ParaTree and 3ds Max according to Section 2.1. Because stems do not provide a sufficiently large contribution to photosynthesis, the photosynthesis of the stems was not considered.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Light distribution in various types of canopy

The light distribution, including the direct solar radiation and diffuse sky radiation, was simulated. We compared the PAR distribution in two different canopy forms: natural form and open center form. The leaf...
area was 20.84 m² and 9.61 m² for the natural form and open center form canopy models, respectively.

The distribution of direct solar PAR is shown in Fig. 7. The direct solar PAR intercepted by the entire canopy of the natural form and open center form was 2855.11 μmol s⁻¹ and 190.36 μmol s⁻¹, respectively, and the average intensity per leaf unit of direct PAR in the daytime for the natural form and open center form was 383.69 μmol m⁻² s⁻¹ and 26.18 μmol m⁻² s⁻¹, respectively. The natural form model has more leaves and a larger leaf area; thus, it intercepted more total diffuse PAR. However, the outside leaves shaded the inside leaves; therefore, the diffuse sky radiation coming from each direction could not illuminate the inside leaves, and the average intensity of the diffuse PAR intercepted by the natural form model was smaller.

Summing up the direct radiation distribution and sky diffuse radiation, we can estimate the average intensity of PAR for different tree canopy forms per day. The results are as follows: the instantaneous PAR intercepted by the natural form model and open center form model was 3238.80 μmol s⁻¹ and 2080.19 μmol s⁻¹, respectively, and the average intensity of PAR in the daytime for the natural form model and open center form model was 155.38 μmol m⁻² s⁻¹ and 216.54 μmol m⁻² s⁻¹, respectively. The leaf area of the natural form was larger and intercepted more PAR; however, the ineffective radiation area that was shaded by other canopy components was larger too. Thus, the average intensity of the PAR was smaller. The ineffective radiation area was specified as the area of the canopy where the total net photosynthesis was zero in the growth season (Gao et al., 2012).

Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 show that under clear sky conditions, the amount of direct solar PAR is much higher relative to the amount of diffuse PAR; however, the distribution of diffuse PAR was more uniform.

### 3.2. Light interception efficiency

The average net photosynthetic rate per unit area and the net photosynthetic biomass per second of the entire canopy were used to analyze the light interception of the canopy, and it is represented by the average of 12 simulation results per day. We analyzed the calculated photosynthesis of the two canopy forms, and the net photosynthetic biomass per second for the entire canopy of the natural form and open center form models was 43.16 μmol m⁻² s⁻¹ and 34.93 μmol m⁻² s⁻¹, respectively, and the average net photosynthetic rate was 2.07 μmol m⁻² s⁻¹ and 3.64 μmol m⁻² s⁻¹, respectively. These results are smaller than that of previous findings on peach trees (Genard et al., 2000), in which the photosynthesis rate varied from 5 to 15 μmol m⁻² s⁻¹. The differences were most likely a result of simulation conditions because the incoming light intensity was larger compared with that of this study, and the
lateral branches were assumed to be isolated; thus, i.e., they were not shadowed by any other object (Genard et al., 2000). In the research presented here, the simulation result most likely underestimated the light interception.

The average net photosynthetic rate at each hour is shown in Fig. 9. We observed that the net photosynthetic rate of different peach canopy forms was negative at 06:00, and the canopy respiration was stronger than the rate of photosynthesis. In addition, the net photosynthetic rate increased gradually, reaching maximum values at between 12:00 and 13:00; gradually decreased, the net photosynthetic rate of the natural form reaching negative values at 17:00.

In terms of the net photosynthetic biomass of the entire canopy during the daytime, although the value was higher for the natural form than for the open center form, the leaf area of the natural form was larger and the energy consumption for respiration was also higher at night. Thus, we can speculate that the natural form has a lower photosynthetic rate per unit area compared with the open center form for the entire daytime and nighttime. Proper pruning can help improve the interception capability of PAR radiation and the net photosynthetic rate per unit area of peach trees.

The analysis results observed here are similar to those of Wang and Yang (2001). Accounting for light penetration and ventilation, the open center form is superior to the natural form because the light interception capability is stronger and the light distribution in the canopy is more uniform, which is conducive to absorbing PAR and improves the quality of fruit. The open center form has been widely applied in peach cultivation and extended to different fruit trees (Wang and Yang, 2001). Consequently, the analysis results are reasonable, and the quantitative analysis approach is adaptive to analyzing light interception efficiency and designing canopy forms.

4. Conclusions

This study is based on a 3D canopy structure representation method with the aim of developing an approach and tool for performing quantitative analysis of tree canopy light interception and exploring optimal fruit tree canopy forms that produce high yields and high quality. Through a number of pruning training runs, long-term field observations and experience, a number of effective tree architecture forms, such as open center forms, spindle forms, central leader forms and Y forms, have been discovered and applied widely for cultivation; however, few analysis methodologies are capable of explaining and quantifying the efficiency of different tree canopy forms. Canopy light interception is a fundamental factor that contributes to horticultural crop performance and quality (Zhang et al., 2012). Therefore, we propose a quantitative analysis approach based on a 3D tree architectural modeling method (virtual plant). The virtual plant method can accurately represent tree topology structures and the geometry and position of organs. Tree organs can be represented with small 3D units according to the user requirements. Moreover, the light interception of each unit can be calculated and the radiation transfer and interception among the units can be simulated.

ParaTree was integrated with a ray tracing algorithm, turtle algorithm and photosynthesis model. Ray tracing is used for simulating direct solar radiation, and the turtle algorithm is used for simulating diffuse radiation. Using peach tree canopies with a natural form and open center form as examples, we constructed detailed 3D architectural...
models and simulated the radiation distribution in the canopy via 3D visualization. Visualizing simulated data is extremely important for increasing the accessibility of research results to the end user (Parrott, 2011). The PAR intensity per leaf (triangle) was calculated, and the net photosynthetic rate of the canopy forms was estimated. The results show that the open center form is less effective in terms of the net photosynthetic biomass per second for the entire canopy, whereas it is more efficient in terms of the net photosynthetic rate during the daytime. The natural form model has a larger leaf area; thus, the energy consumption for respiration is higher at night. A comparison of the light interception estimates of the two types of peach canopy forms indicates that the open center form is more adaptive for cultivation. The analysis results are similar to those of Wang and Yang (2001). The analysis of the peach canopy types demonstrates that our approach of analyzing light interception is a potentially useful tool for designing ideotypes and popularizing fruit pruning techniques. ParaTree provides functions for 3D tree architectural modeling, model pruning (editing) and light interception analysis. Our approach can be applied to every individual leaf unit that is distinguishable in the 3D model at every time step, which allows users to assess the light interception of the canopy under different management scenarios via virtual 3D visual models. We believe that this approach is a time-saving and cost-efficient alternative for complement expensive and tedious field experiments.
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